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Abstract—We investigate causal computations taking sequences
of inputs to sequences of outputs where the nth output depends
on the first n inputs only. We model these in category theory via
a construction taking a Cartesian category C to another category
St(C) with a novel trace-like operation called “delayed trace”,
which misses yanking and dinaturality axioms of the usual trace.
The delayed trace operation provides a feedback mechanism in
St(C) with an implicit guardedness guarantee.

When C is equipped with a Cartesian differential operator,
we construct a differential operator for St(C) using an abstract
version of backpropagation through time, a technique from
machine learning based on unrolling of functions. This obtains a
swath of properties for backpropagation through time, including
a chain rule and Schwartz theorem. Our differential operator is
also able to compute the derivative of a stateful network without
requiring the network to be unrolled.

Index Terms—delayed trace operators, Cartesian differential
categories, recurrent neural networks, backpropagation through
time, signal flow graphs

I. INTRODUCTION

Many objects of study in computer science, such as Mealy
machines, clocked digital circuits, signal flow graphs, discrete-
time feedback loops, and recurrent neural networks, compute
a stateful and particularly a causal function of their inputs,
meaning the output of the function at a particular time may
depend on not only the current input, but also all inputs
received up to that time. They share a basic operational
scheme, depicted in the following diagram (which is to be
read left-to-right):

φ
i

X Y

S

Here the box labeled φ is a (sub)device which takes an S-
value at its upper left interface and an X-value at its lower
left interface and produces output S- and Y -values at its
right interfaces. The differently-shaped box labeled i is our
depiction of a delay gate, a device which stores the value
provided to its left boundary and emits it one step later at its
right boundary, initially emitting the value i. The whole device,
which we call Φ, receives sequences of X-valued inputs at
the left and emits sequences of Y -valued outputs at the right,
storing its internal state in the delay gate.

A recursive neural network has inputs of two types: data
inputs and parameters. Training a neural network means find-
ing parameter values θ so that when θ is fixed (in the diagram

below by the triangular device which emits θ constantly), the
resulting function of data inputs has a desired behavior.

φ
iθ

The key insight of gradient-based training is that the
derivative of Φ with respect to θ gives an accurate prediction
about how the output of Φ will change in response to a
small change in θ, allowing the trainer to make iterative small
changes to θ to drive the network to the desired behavior.

This idea works perfectly for feedforward (stateless) neural
networks. Recurrent neural networks require a workaround,
however, due to the fact that classical differentation does not
work on stateful functions (or must be performed in an infinite
dimensional vector space).

The usual workaround is to first unroll Φ into a sequence
of stateless functions, to which classical differentiation can be
applied [18]. To be more precise, think of Φ as the solution
to the following recurrence relation:

(sk+1, yk) = φ(sk, xk) where s0 = i.

Let φS = π0 ◦φ and φY = π1 ◦φ. Then the unrolling of Φ is
the sequence φk : Xk+1 → Y given by

φ0(x0) = φY (i, x0)

φ1(x0, x1) = φY (φS(i, x0), x1) (1)
φ2(x0, x1, x2) = φY (φS(φS(i, x0), x1), x2)

...

When the gradient of Φ is needed at an input of length k by
a trainer, the gradient of φk at that input is used instead.

This is an empirically useful way to find gradients, known
in the machine learning literature as backpropagation through
time (BPTT) [31]. However, its ad-hoc nature raises some fun-
damental questions, the principal one we address here being:
Does BPTT have the usual properties of differentiation, or
is it just a process involving differentiation? That is, does
this unroll-then-differentiate procedure have a chain rule, a
sum rule, a notion of partial derivative, etc., or is it merely an
empirically useful process using derivatives?

We show that BPTT has the properties of differentiation
mentioned above and more. In particular, we are able to
state the derivative of a stateful function as another stateful



function, rather than a sequence of stateless functions. Roughly
speaking, we accomplish this by taking advantage of the fact
that the unrolling above is an iterated composition of φ with
itself, and therefore its componentwise derivative can be “re-
rolled” back into a single stateful function.

Outline. Our first main contribution is to give a construction
which extends any given (Cartesian) category C, represent-
ing stateless functions, to a new category St(C) of stateful
functions, particularly computations extended through discrete
time (definition 11). This St(−) construction captures causal
functions as a special instance (theorem 14), and captures
other stateful devices like Mealy machines and recurrent neural
networks.

A distinctive feature of this construction includes the loop-
with-delay gate seen in the first diagram, which we will
more formally call a delayed trace operator (definition 19).
This delayed trace satisfies many of the properties of its
better known cousin, the trace operator of Joyal et al. [22]
(proposition 20, but is missing the yanking condition and
satisfies a modified form of dinaturality (theorem 21).

Our second major contribution is to give an abstract form
of differentiation in this category of stateful computations.
A key result of this paper is that if the starting category C
is a Cartesian differential category [28], then so is St(C)
(theorem 38). In particular, this differential operator matches
the results obtained by unrolling-then-differentiating as in
BPTT (theorem 39). The definition of Cartesian differen-
tial categories packages many of the classic properties of
derivatives in a convenient abstract unit. Hence, showing that
St(C) is a Cartesian differential category implicitly obtains
a slew of fundamental results for differentiation of stateful
computations.

RELATED WORK

Signal flow graphs are a widely used model of computation,
especially in synchronous digital circuits and signal processing
[7], [27]. The formation of loop paths in signal flow graphs
are often restricted so that each loop path must go through at
least one (initialized) delay gate. The delayed trace operator
in St(C) in this paper embodies this principle.

A line of coalgebraic study of signal flow graphs by Rutten
[29], [30], Milius [25], Hansen et al. [19] and Basold et al.
[2] and many others achieve characterisations of computable
streams by signal flow graphs. These coalgebraic studies
regard signal flow graphs as specification of coalgebraic
transition systems. This makes it possible to apply powerful
coalgebraic techniques to analyse the behaviour of signal flow
graphs. Our categorical work, on the other hand, regards signal
flow graphs as morphisms in a certain category, and focuses
on the categorical structures realising these flow graphs.

An axiomatic system for representing digital circuits based
on monoidal category theory has been proposed by Ghica et
al. [15], [16]. Their system is an extension of a traced cartesian
category with a few structural morphisms that implement wire
join and delay gate, but their delay gates do not support
arbitrary initialization. Their system can represent interesting

well-defined digital circuits using general loops without delay
gates. The precise relationship between their axiomatic system
and our categorical construction is not clear yet, and it is an
interesting topic to investigate.

Zanasi studies the PROP IHR of interacting Hopf algebras
over a ring R in his PhD thesis [32]. The expressive power
of this PROP is demonstrated by encoding various graphical
systems into IHR [4], [5]. When R is the polynomial ring k[x]
over a field k, the PROP IHk[x] admits delay gates, and the
trace-with-delay operation (which he called z-feedback oper-
ator) is definable [4, Definition 7]. His z-feedback operator is
very close to the delayed trace operator, except that the latter
supports arbitrary initial values.

Recently, Kissinger and Uijlen reformulated the concept of
causality in quantam physics in a class of compact closed
categories [23]. Starting from a compact closed category
with some extra structure, they refine it to the *-autonomous
category so that morphisms there respect causal constraints.

A category whose morphisms are realized by Mealy-
machine like transducers is constructed in the memoryful GoI
by Hoshino et al. [21]. Their transducers, represented as func-
tions of type S×A→ T (S×B), extend deterministic Mealy
machines with the ability to perform computational effects
represented by the monad T . The machine type considered
in our work does not support these abstract computational
effects. Another technical difference from our work is that the
monoidal structure on their category of transducers is based
on finite coproducts in order to realize the particle-style trace
operator for the GoI interpretation, whereas our work uses
finite products.

A common theme in recursively defined computations is
that to have well-defined behaviour, a recursive computation
must satisfy a guardedness condition [1], [26]. Goncharov and
Schröder developed the theory of guarded traced categories
to formalize this phenomena in [17]. The key idea is to
restrict Joyal et al.’s trace operator [22] to a class of guarded
morphisms, which are an abstractly given class of morphisms
satisfying the guardedness condition. It is interesting to see the
relationship between guarded trace operator and the delayed
trace operator, and the key in this comparison is the treatment
of the initial state, which is missing in the guarded trace
operator.

The idea of using tiles as representations of computation
steps is pursued in the tile models by Gadducci and Montanari
[14]. In their model, each tile f : A

S−→
S′

B represents a state
transition from A to B, while S and S′ are the trigger of and
effect of this transition, respectively. In our work, S and S′

denote types of values stored across clock ticks.
Inspired by the semantics of differential λ-calculus and

differential proof nets by Ehrard and Regnier [10], [11], Blute,
Cockett and Seely categorically formalized the differentiation
operator in analysis. The formalization was first given in the
categories where morphisms denote linear maps [3]. Later,
they introduced a new axiomatization [28] based on cartesian
monoidal category where morphisms denote possibly non-



linear maps. This paper is based on the latter work, and adopts
more recent reformulations of differentiation operators studied
in [8] and [6].

There have been some recent efforts to connect category
theory with machine learning, particularly backpropagation,
using the fact that differentiation has a chain rule and is
therefore compositional, for example [13]. A notable example
is [12], where Elliot studies automatic differentiation (AD)
in the context of functional programming. He gives a clean
account of an AD algorithm by exploiting the functorial nature
of the differentiation operator, including both a chain rule and
a parallel rule to obtain a Cartesian functor.

PRELIMINARIES

We assume familiarity with basic category theory. If C is a
category, we write |C| to denote its objects, and C(X,Y ) to
denote a homset, if X,Y ∈ |C|. We may abbreviate an identity
map idX to the name of its object, X .

If C is a cartesian category, we write 1 for its terminal
object, !X : X → 1 for the unique maps to 1, and × for
the product bifunctor. The tupling of morphisms fi : Y →
Xi, i = 0, 1 is denoted by 〈f0, f1〉. Projections are denoted
by πX0,X1

i : X0 × X1 → Xi (i = 0, 1), and we drop the
superscript when it is obvious from context. The symmetry
map on products is σX,Y : X × Y → Y ×X .

In general, Cartesian categories need not be strict, but
working with associators etc. unnecessarily complicates the
story. So whenever we mention a Cartesian category, we will
instead technically be using the equivalent strictified version.

Bold metavariables—X, s, etc.—denote sequences of math-
ematical objects, indexed by N. The ith component of a
sequence is Xi. By ©X we mean the tail of X, namely
©X = X1,X2, · · · . In addition to Roman-letter subscripts,
we use a bullet • as an special index variable, which can be
bound by the sequence-forming bracket notation given next.

Let e be an expression containing some dotted sequence
metavariables X•,Y• · · · . By [e] we mean the infinite se-
quence obtained by substituting 0, 1, 2 · · · for •. For instance,

(i, [x• + y•]) is (i,x0 + y0, x1 + y1, · · · )
[(i,x• + y•)] is (i,x0 + y0), (i,x1 + y1), · · ·

When e contains at least one dotted sequence metavariable,
we may omit the outermost [−], so [X•×Y•] may be written
as X• × Y•. This omission is not allowed when e contains
no such variable; otherwise we would confuse ordinary ex-
pressions (like x + y) and constant infinite sequences (like
[x+ y] = x+ y, x+ y, · · · ).

A mathematical formula φ containing dotted sequence
metavariables represents the conjunction

∧
i∈N φ[i/•]. For

instance, Z• = X• ×Y• means ∀i ∈ N . Zi = Xi ×Yi.

II. EXTENDING CARTESIAN CATEGORIES ALONG
DISCRETE TIME

Before jumping into the depths of categorical abstraction,
we take a moment to think about different kinds of functions
on sequences and particularly where causal functions lie.

One natural way to obtain functions on sequences is to
consider the category SetN, the countable product category
of Set. In this category, each morphism f : X→ Y consists
of independent components fk : Xk → Yk for all k ∈ N, each
of which compute a single entry in the output sequence.

These are certainly functions taking sequences to sequences
in a causal manner, but the fact that each of the components
of f are independent means the kth output of f depends only
on the kth input, not on all inputs before k. Therefore, some
causal functions of sequences, such as computing a running
average, are missing from this class.

Another natural idea would be to take all the functions in
homsets Set(X,Y) for arbitrary X,Y ∈ |SetN|. This class
is too big—non-causal functions such as tl : (x0, x1, . . .) 7→
(x1, x2, . . .) are present there. Therefore, we must do some-
thing a bit more complex to obtain a class of functions
somewhere between these two.

To obtain the class of causal functions, we return to our
original idea, SetN, and add objects in the domain and
codomain of each component of f representing communication
channels with its neighbour components, like

fk : Sk ×Xk → Sk+1 ×Yk. (2)

To start this computation, we need to provide an initial state
i : 1 → S0, and we call the pair (i, f) a stateful morphism
sequence. We will see causal functions are equivalence classes
of these stateful morphism sequences (theorem 14).

Though these are all functions on sequences, it will often be
convenient to pretend that these sequences are produced one
element at a time, synchronized by some clock signal. Thus,
since the function fk above computes the kth element in the
sequence, we may refer to it as producing a value at clock
tick k. Similarly, we refer to the element of state passed from
fk to fk+1 as being kept across clock ticks, and other such
language. In this way, computing functions of sequences can
also be thought of as performing discrete timed computations.

There is a clear distinction between the role of Xk/Yk and
Sk/Sk+1—the former objects are the types of values flowing
through fk at clock tick k, while the latter objects are the
types of states passed across clock ticks. We organize these
two different kinds of information flow using special two-
dimensional categories called double categories [9].

Roughly speaking, double categories consist of 0-cells (ob-
jects), two types of 1-cells (horizontal and vertical morphisms),
and 2-cells (tiles) which go between pairs of horizontal and
vertical 1-cells. These 2-cells are often drawn like below (left).

X
S //

A

��
α

Y

B

��

· Sk //

Xk

��
fk

·

Yk

��
Z

S′
// W ·

Sk+1

// ·

These tiles can be composed along either common vertical 1-
cells (horizontal composition) or common horizontal 1-cells
(vertical composition). Having these two distinct types of
composition is the essential and only reason for using a double



category in this paper, so that we can use one composition for
composition within a clock tick and the other for composition
across clock ticks. We will not be using any results of higher
category theory or further higher-dimensional abstractions.

Our double category will therefore have a particularly sim-
ple structure, with 2-cells as above (right). We have a dummy
0-cell (·), objects from C as 1-cells, representing values when
oriented vertically and states when oriented horizontally, and
functions fk on states and values in the tiles.

Definition 1 Let (C,×, 1) be a (strict) Cartesian category.
The double category Dbl(C) is defined as follows:
• · is the only object (0-cell)
• Horizontal and vertical 1-cells are both given by objects

of C, composed with ×, and have 1 as the identity.
• A 2-cell f with source horizontal 1-cell S, source vertical

1-cell X , target horizontal 1-cell S′, and target vertical
1-cell Y is a morphism φ ∈ C(S ×X,S′ × Y ).

· S //

X

��
f

·

Y =

��
·

S′
// ·

·
prv f //

dom f

��
f

·
cod f

��
·

nxt f
// ·

As indicated above, we denote the source and target 1-
cells of f—S,X, S′, and Y—by prv f, dom f, nxt f, and
cod f , respectively. We will generally denote a 2-cell by
f : X

S−→
S′

Y . We call φ the underlying morphism of f ,
while U is the operation taking a 2-cell to its underlying
morphism, so Uf = φ.

• The horizontal composition of 2-cells, say the f above
before g : Y

T−→
T ′

Z is g∗f : X
S×T−−−−→
S′×T ′

Z with underlying

morphism

U(g∗f),(S′×Ug)◦(σS′,T×Y )◦(T×Uf)◦(σS,T×X).

• The vertical composition of 2-cells, say the f above
before h : V

S′−−→
S′′

W is f ;h : X × V
S−−→
S′′

Y × W

with underlying morphism

U(f ;h),(S′′×σY,W )◦(Uh×Y )◦(S′×σV,Y )◦(Uf×V ).

NB: vertical composition is given in relational composition
order while horizontal composition is given in functional
composition order.

String diagrams for the underlying C-morphisms of hor-
izontal and vertical composites may be helpful to digest
this definition. The underlying morphism of the horizontal
composition g ∗ f is:

UgUf
ZX

T
S

T ′
S′

While for vertical composition, we have U(f ;h) as below:

S S′′

Y
W

X
V

Uf Uh

A 2-cell f of Dbl(C) is determined by its underlying
morphism φ from C. To stress this, we often draw φ inside
the tile, with its inputs and outputs connected to corresponding
edges:

· ·

· ·
fX Y

S

S′

φX Y

S

S′

=

Horizontal composition of 2-cells is composition along
values like X• or Y•, and we think of as occuring within
a single clock tick. Vertical composition is composition along
states like S•, and occurs across clock ticks.

Definition 2 For φ ∈ C(X,Y ), the 2-cells φh : X
1−→
1
Y and

φv : 1
X−→
Y

1 have U(φh), φ, U(φv).

These operations sending C-morphisms to 2-cells in Dbl(C)
are particularly useful. (Note first that idhX are the identities
for horizontal composition, and similarly idvS are the identities
for vertical composition!) More practically, 2-cells of the form
φh modify values only, while 2-cells of the form φv modify
states only, as shown in the following lemma.

Lemma 3 If f : X
S−→
S′

Y is a Dbl(C) 2-cell, φ1 ∈ C(T, S),

φ2 ∈ C(S′, T ′), ψ1 ∈ C(W,X), and ψ2 ∈ C(Y, Z), then the
underlying morphism of φv1; (ψh2 ∗ f ∗ ψh1 );φv2 has the follow-
ing string diagram in C:

Uf
φ1

ψ1

φ2

ψ2

Note that if φ2 and ψ2 are identities, the composed 2-
cell above is denoted φv1; f ∗ ψh1 . This compact notation for
precomposition in both dimensions is a powerful notational
advantage of having the ; and ∗ operators take their arguments
in different orders.

A. Stateful Morphism Sequences and Extensional Equivalence

Each 2-cell of the double category Dbl(C) represents an
individual component computing a single output value in a
time-extended computation, like that of eq. (2). To represent a
whole causal computation, we collect together countably many
of these components into a stateful morphism sequence.

Definition 4 Let X,Y ∈ |C|N be sequences of C-objects. A
stateful morphism sequence of type X→ Y is a pair (i, s) of
a sequence s of 2-cells in Dbl(C) and a C-morphism i : 1→
prv s0 such that

dom s• = X•, cod s• = Y•, nxt s• = prv s•+1.

The state sequence of (i, s) is st(i, s), [prv(s•)].

Note the last condition implies s•; s•+1 exists, which allows
each component to pass state to the next.

A stateful morphism sequence can be thought of as an
infinite tower of 2-cells, each layer of which is vertically
composable with adjacent layers, as depicted in fig. 1 left.



· ·

· ·
s0X0 Y0

S0

S1· ·

· ·
s1X1 Y1

S2

· ·
· ·iv1 1

1

...

· ·
s0X0 Y0

· ·
s1X1 Y1

· ·
· ·iv

×

1

· ·
!vnxt sn

· ·

...

· ·
snXn Yn

1

...
...

×

× ×

× ×

Fig. 1. The stateful morphism sequence (i, s) and its nth truncation

In this representation, the “arrow of time” starts at X0 and
points down. At the zeroth clock tick, the stateful morphism
sequence receives a value at X0, outputs a value at Y0, and
sets a state value of type S1. Then at the first clock tick, the
first layer of the stateful morphism sequence executes, using
the state previously prepared by the zeroth layer.

Since we intend the state maintained by these sequences
to be internal, saying (i, s) = (j, t) if and only if they are
exactly the same sequence of 2-cells is not a suitably strong
notion of equality. Ideally, if we could form the infinite vertical
composition of 2-cells, the natural definition of equality of
two stateful morphism sequences of type X → Y would
be to compare the underlying C-morphisms of the infinite
composition, meaning (i, s) = (j, t) if and only if

U(iv; s0; s1; · · · ) = U(jv; t0; t1; · · · ) :
∏
i∈N

Xi →
∏
i∈N

Yi.

However, formalizing this infinite vertical composition is
technically challenging, and C may not admit such countable
products. We therefore instead require that all finite initial
segments of the sequence match using a truncation operation.

Definition 5 The nth truncation of a stateful morphism se-
quence (i, s) : X→ Y is the C-morphism

Tcn(i, s), U(iv; s0; · · · ; sn; !vnxt sn) :

n∏
k=0

Xk →
n∏
k=0

Yk.

Graphically, Tcn(i, s) is the underlying morphism of the
vertical composite 2-cell depicted in fig. 1 right.1

Definition 6 Two stateful morphism sequences (i, s), (j, t) :
X→ Y are extensionally equal iff Tc•(i, s) = Tc•(j, t).

It is easy to verify that extensional equality between stateful
morphism sequences is an equivalence relation.

1In the figure, the 2-cells on the right have been drawn with overlapping
horizontal 1-cells and vertical 1-cells composed with × to indicate the 2-cells
have been composed vertically, whereas on the left the 2-cells are separate
since the full infinite vertical composition may not be possible.

The state sequences of extensionally equivalent stateful
morphisms sequences can be different, which is good because
it matches our intention and bad because it can be harder
to decide whether two computational processes are doing
the same thing. Comparing truncations is always possible,
but sometimes technically difficult. The following lemma has
proven a useful method for establishing extensional equality
in our experience.

Lemma 7 (Shim lemma) 2 Suppose (i, s), (j, t) : X → Y
are stateful morphism sequences, and b is a sequence of C-
morphisms such that b• : prv(s•)→ prv(t•),

b0 ◦ i = j, and s•; b
v
•+1 = bv•; t•.

Then (i, s) and (j, t) are extensionally equivalent.

Proof Show by induction that

iv; s0; · · · ; sn; bvn+1; !vnxt tn = jv; t0; · · · ; tn; !vnxt tn

Unrolling and truncation are related operations, and in
fact we can extend unrolling to general stateful morphism
sequences.

Definition 8 Let (i, f) : A → B be a stateful morphism
sequence. Its k-th unrolling is the kth projection of the kth
truncation: Unk(i, f), πk ◦ Tck(i, f) :

∏k
n=0 An → Bk.

For instance, the recurrently defined functions φk in in sec-
tion I are unrollings of a certain stateful morphism sequence
involving φ and i.

B. Category of Causal Morphisms

We are ready to construct our category of causal morphisms
using stateful morphism sequences and extensional equality
between them.

Definition 9 The identity stateful morphism sequence idX is
(id1, [(idX•)

h]) for all X ∈ |C|N.
The composition (i, s) ◦ (j, t) of stateful morphism se-

quences (i, s) : Y → Z and (j, t) : X→ Y is

(i, s) ◦ (j, t), (〈j, i〉, [s• ∗ t•]) : X→ Z.

As usual, we may denote idX by X.
In our “tower of 2-cells” representation, the composition

of stateful morphism sequences is in fig. 2. Note the state
sequence of the composite is the componentwise product of
the original state sequences.

Lemma 10 Composition of stateful morphism sequences is
well-defined on extensional equivalence classes. Further, (the
extensional equivalence class of) idX is the unit for the
composition operation.

Definition 11 Given a strict Cartesian category C, its causal
extension is a category St(C) where

2A shim is a little piece of material used to adjust two things so they line
up better, such as a sliver of wood between a door frame and surrounding
wall studs. In this case, b is the shim, and it adjusts the state spaces of the
two stateful morphism sequences.



· ·

· ·
s0Y0 Z0

S0

S1· ·

· ·
s1Y1 Z1

S2

· ·
· ·iv1 1

1

...

· ·

· ·
t0X0 Y0

T0

T1· ·

· ·
t1X1 Y1

T2

· ·
· ·
jv1 1
1

...

◦ =

· ·

· ·
t0X0

T0 × S0

T1 × S1· ·

· ·
t1X1

T2 × S2

· ·
· ·
jv

1

...

·

·
s0 Z0

·

·
s1 Z1

·
·iv 11

Fig. 2. Composition of stateful morphism sequences

• objects are |C|N, that is, N-indexed families of C-objects,
• morphisms are extensional equivalence classes of stateful

morphism sequences,
• identities and composition are the extensions of those

in Definition 9 to the extensional equivalence classes by
Lemma 10.

We will justify our use of the word “causal” by establishing
a connection to the existing notion of causal functions in
theorem 14, but first we establish some properties of St(C).

The category CN is naturally included into St(C) via the
functor H : CN → St(C):

HX = X, Hf = (id1, [f
h
• ]).

We call the morphisms in St(C) of the form Hf stateless
morphisms, since they can be realized by a stateful morphism
sequence with state sequence [1].3

Proposition 12 St(C) is Cartesian, and H is finite-product
preserving.

Proof In St(C), the final object is [1] and the final map from
X is H[!X• ]. Products and projection are also componentwise:
our chosen St(C) product X×Y is the sequence [X• ×Y•]
of C products, with πn ,H[πX•,Y•

n ] for n ∈ {0, 1}. �

C. Morphisms in St(Set) and Causal Functions

We claim that morphisms of St(C) represent causal com-
putations, whose outputs depend only on past inputs and
states. To justify this claim, we compare Set-theoretic causal
functions and morphisms in St(Set). For this, we need a
precise definition of causality for functions on sequences,
which we adapt from [19]. First, for x,y ∈ AN, by x ≡n y we
mean x and y match in the first n positions, that is, xi = yi
holds for any i ≤ n.

Definition 13 ([19]) Let A and B be sets. A function
f : AN → BN is causal if for any x,y ∈ AN,

∀n ∈ N . x ≡n y =⇒ f(x) ≡n f(y).

3This looks like a citation, but it means the constant sequence consisting
of the terminal object of C in every position.

The following theorem states that St(Set) characterises
causal functions on streams.

Theorem 14 The homset St(Set)([A], [B]) bijectively corre-
sponds to the set of causal functions from AN to BN.

D. The Category St0(C) and Deterministic Mealy Machines

The input, output, and state types for a St(C) morphisms
can vary over time. This is a crucial property to capture all
causal functions, as seen in the proof of theorem 14. However,
the computational models we mentioned in the introduction,
like Mealy machines, are more regular, having fixed input,
output, and state types, and additionally executing the same
function at each time step. Thus it may appear we have
overgeneralized. Luckily, we can recover these regular causal
functions in a subcategory of St(C):

Definition 15 The subcategory St0(C) of St(C) has:

• objects of the form [X] for some X ∈ C, and
• morphisms the (extensional equivalence classes of) state-

ful morphism sequences of the form (i, [f ]) for some 2-
cell f : X

S−→
S
Y .

It is easy to check that this restricted class of morphisms
is closed under the St(C)-composition, hence St0(C) is a
well-defined subcategory. Sequences of objects and 2-cells in
St0(C) are constant. Another way to state this uses the ©
operator: X =©X if X is an object of St0(C). In any case,
we note the Cartesian structure of St(C) restricts to St0(C).

Proposition 16 The category St0(C) is Cartesian, and the
functor H0 : C→ St0(C) is finite-product preserving.

H0X = [X] H0f = (id1, [f
h]).

Morphisms of St0(Set) may be identified as the causal
functions that can be computed by deterministic Mealy ma-
chines. Suppose (i, [f ]) : [X] → [Y ] is a morphism in
St0(Set). The set S = cod i is the set of states of the Mealy
machine, i : 1 → S is the initial state, and the function
f : S × X → S × Y is the deterministic transition-and-
output function computing the next state and output from
the current state and input. The composition of morphisms
in St0(C) corresponds to the series (cascade) composition of
Mealy machines.

One useful operation on stateful morphism sequence is
unrolling.

Definition 17 Let (i, f) : A → B be a stateful morphism
sequence. Its k-th unrolling is the kth projection of the kth
truncation: Unk(i, f), πk ◦ Tck(i, f) :

∏k
n=0 An → Bk.

For instance, the recurrently defined functions φk in eq. (1) in
section I are unrollings: φk = Unk(i, [φ]).

Note that the truncation operation Tc can be extended
to St(C)-morphisms, as it is well-defined on extensional
equivalence classes.



III. DELAYED TRACE OPERATOR

The category St(C) carries interesting structure that may
not be present in C—it has a delayed trace operator. This
is related to Joyal et al.’s trace operator [22], which we
briefly recall here. The trace operator is a structure on braided
monoidal categories, and is defined to be a function trS :
C(S ⊗ X,S ⊗ Y ) → C(X,Y ). In the language of string
diagrams, this operation is understood to form a feedback loop
at a specified pair of ports:

f : S ⊗X → S ⊗ Y f
X Y

SS

trS(f) : X → Y f
X Y

Interpreted as string diagrams, the equational axioms of the
trace operator capture intuitively equivalent diagrams involv-
ing feedback loops. Two characteristic axioms are yanking
(left) and dinaturality (right):

= f
g

f
g=

We will show the delayed trace operator, found in St(C),
enjoys most of the trace operator axioms, except for yanking
and dinaturality. In fact, the delayed trace of the symmetry
yields the morphism that acts as a delay gate. Therefore the
delayed trace (as its name suggests) may be naturally regarded
as an operation that forms a feedback loop and inserts the
delay gate in the loop path, depicted as follows:

(i, f)
p

X Y

T

The half-round node is the delay gate, and is filled with its
initial state p. The delayed trace operator echoes a principle of
synchronous circuit design: “all feedback loops should contain
a register”.

Our first step towards a delayed trace operator on St(C) is
to introduce an operation on 2-cells that converts parts of the
value types into the state space of a computation step.

Definition 18 Let f : T×X S−→
S′

T ′×Y be a 2-cell in Dbl(C).

The value-to-state conversion of f at (T, T ′) is another 2-
cell, denoted T bfeT ′ , with the same underlying morphism but
different source and target 1-cells: T bfeT ′ : X

S×T−−−−→
S′×T ′

Y .

When the objects (T, T ′) involved in the conversion are
clear from context, we drop them from the notation and write
bfe for T bfeT ′ .

The value-to-state conversion is depicted inside the tile:

φ

S

S′
X Y

T
× ×

T ′
φ

S × T

S′ × T ′

X YIf f = , then T bfeT ′ = .

The pointwise application of this operation to all the 2-cells
in a stateful morphism sequence is the delayed trace operator.

Definition 19 Suppose (i, s) : T × X → ©T × Y is a
morphism in St(C). (Recall ©T = [T•+1].) The delayed
trace of s along T with an initial state p : 1 → T0 is the
following morphism in St(C)(X,Y):

trTp (i, s), (〈i, p〉, [ T•bs•eT•+1
]).

Note this operation is well-defined on extensional equiva-
lence classes of stateful morphism sequences, and therefore is
an operation on St(C) morphisms. The delayed trace of St(C)
already differs from the standard monoidal trace in two ways:
first, the domain and codomain types that are bound (T and
©T) do not match, and second, the delayed trace also requires
the specification of a global element p called the initial state.
Despite these differences, many of the trace axioms holds for
the delayed trace operator.

Proposition 20 Suppose (i, s) : T × X → ©T × Y is a
morphism in St(C). Suppose (h, r) : Y → Z, (j, t) : W→ X
and (f,p) : W→ Z are other arbitrary morphisms in St(C).
Five standard axioms of monoidal trace, presented in Figure
3, hold of delayed trace.

The yanking axiom of the trace operator fails for the
delayed trace operator. Consider the symmetry morphism
σX,©X : X×©X→©X×X in St(C). Define its delayed
trace with an initial state i : 1→ X0 to be

rX(i), trXi (σX,©X) :©X→ X

To get a better understanding of rX(i), we first draw the
value-to-state conversion in a single 2-cell in this morphism.

X•+1 X•

X•
× ×

X•+1
X•+1 X•

X•

X•+1

 = X•+1 X•

X•

X•+1

b·e

Doing value-to-state conversion along the whole sequence
σX,©X and supplying the initial value i : 1→ X0 yields:

X1 X0

X0

X1

X1X2

X2...

1
1

1 i

rX(i) =

We can see that the input at clock tick k is output at
clock tick k + 1. Therefore, instead of the identity, which is
what rX(i) would be if the yanking axiom held, we have a
morphism that operates as a delay gate.

The dinaturality axiom of the trace operator also fails for
the delayed trace operator. Dinaturality corresponds to sliding
circuits from one end of a feedback loop to the other, but doing



Target naturality (h, r) ◦ trTp (i, s) = trTp ((id©T × (h, r)) ◦ (i, s))
Source naturality trTp (i, s) ◦ (j, t) = trTp ((i, s) ◦ (idT × (j, t)))
Superposing trTq (i, s)× (f,p) = trTq ((i, s)× (f,p))

Vanishing 1 tr
[1]
id1

(i, s) = (i, s)

Vanishing × trVq (trUp (i, s)) = tr
[V•×U•]
〈q,p〉 (i, s)

Fig. 3. Equalities Satisfied by Delayed Trace Operator

so with a delay gate in the loop affects the gate’s initial state. In
digital circuit design, this kind of operation is called retiming
[24], and there initial states of registers is a delicate issue.
The delayed trace operator satisfies the following modified
dinaturality property:

Theorem 21 Suppose (i, s) : T×X→©U×Y and (j,g) :
U→ T are morphisms in St(C). For any u : 1→ U0,

trUu (((j,g)×X) ◦ (i, s))

= trTu′((i, s) ◦ ((j′,©g)×Y))

where u′ = π1 ◦ Ug0 ◦ 〈j, u〉 and j′ = π0 ◦ Ug0 ◦ 〈j, u〉.

A special case of this modified dinaturality is an abstract
version of circuit retiming, which allows us to commute
properly initialized delay gates and stateless morphisms.

Corollary 22 For any f : X → Y in CN, and initial state
i : 1→ X0, we have Hf ◦ rX(i) = rY(f0 ◦ i) ◦H(© f).

The following representation result says that every mor-
phism in St(C) can be obtained as the delayed trace of a
stateless morphism.

Theorem 23 For any morphism (i, s) in St(C), the following
equality holds:

(i, s) = tr
st(i,s)
i (H[U(s•)])

This theorem is our formalization of folklore knowledge that
every synchronous digital circuit can be written as a single
combinational (stateless) circuit plus a feedback loop with a
register.

A. Delayed Trace in St0(C)

The category St0(C) is also closed under the delayed trace
operator. Since X = ©X in St0(C), delayed dinaturality is
even closer to true dinaturality.

Corollary 24 Suppose (i, [s]) : [T ] × [X] → [U ] × [Y ] is
a morphism in St0(C), and (j, [g]) : [U ] → [T ] is another
morphism in St0(C). For any initial state u : 1→ U ,

tr[U ]
u (((j, [g])× id[X]) ◦ (i, [s]))

= tr
[T ]
u′ ((i, [s]) ◦ ((j′, [g])× id[Y ]))

where u′ = π1 ◦ g ◦ 〈j, u〉 and j′ = π0 ◦ g ◦ 〈j, u〉.

Corollary 25 For any f : X → Y in C, and initial state
i : 1→ X , we have H[f ] ◦ r[X](i) = r[Y ](f ◦ i) ◦H([f ]).

B. Diagrammatic reasoning about St0(C) morphisms

Here we informally introduce a diagrammatic syntax for
morphisms in St0(C). Theorem 23 indicates we can generate
all St0(C) morphisms with the following grammar:

ϕ ::= H0f |ϕ1 ◦ ϕ2|ϕ1 × ϕ2| trSi (ϕ)

where f is a C-morphism. We generate circuit diagrams with
a parallel 2-dimensional grammar:

C ::=
... H0f C1 C2

C1

C2
C

i...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
...

where the box labeled f has m inputs and n outputs when
f :

∏m
k=1Ak →

∏n
k=1Bk. As is typical in string diagrams,

H0idX is depicted by a wire and H0σX,Y by a wire cross-
ing. Additionally, we depict H0!A and H0〈idA, idA〉 with a
discarder and copier: and .

The evident interpretation in St0(C) of these diagrams
induces an equivalence on such diagrams. For instance, as a
special case of corollary 24, sliding a stateless node along a
loop is possible by changing the value in the delay gate:

f
iH0g f

g(i)H0g=

As an example of diagrammatic reasoning, we show that
this simple delayed dinaturality plus superposing allows us to
obtained delayed dinaturality for stateful circuits (theorem 21).

s
u =H0g

j

s

H0g 〈j, u〉

=
s

H0g 〈j′, u′〉 =
s

H0g
u′

j′

More formal treatment of this diagrammatic equational
system can be done through the construction of the free
cartesian category with the delayed trace operator. We reserve
this formal axiomatization for future work, and move on to
the study of the differentiablity of the causal computations
realized by St(C).



IV. CARTESIAN DIFFERENTIAL STRUCTURE

In this section, we investigate differentiation in St(C). Our
primary tool is the theory of Cartesian differential categories,
introduced by Blute, Cockett, and Seely in [28]. We begin by
recalling background.

Definition 26 ([28]) A left additive category is a Cartesian
category such that every object has a designated commutative
monoid structure, which we write +X : X × X → X and
0X : 1→ X . These commutative monoids must be compatible
with the Cartesian structure of the category by satisfying:

0X×Y = 0X × 0Y

+X×Y = (+X ×+Y ) ◦ (X × σY,X × Y )

The vector space structure on Euclidean spaces is a classic
example of left additive structure.

Example 27 ([28]) The category Euc∞ whose objects are
Rn for n ≥ 0 and morphisms are smooth functions is a left
additive category, where +Rn is the sum of vectors in Rn and
0Rn is the zero vector in Rn.

To obtain left additive structure for St(C), it suffices to take
sequences of the corresponding pieces of left additive structure
for C, much like how the Cartesian structure of C lifted.

Lemma 28 If C is a left additive category, so is St(C).

Next, we introduce some helpful families of morphisms
present in every Cartesian left additive category that are useful
for condensing later definitions.

Definition 29 Let C be a Cartesian left additive category. For
every object X from C [or pair of objects (X,Y )], let
• δX,Y ,X × σY,X × Y
• αX , δX,X ◦ (X ×X ×∆X)
• βX ,X × !X ×X ×X
• γX,Y , (X ×∆X × Y × Y ) ◦ δX,Y
• ζX ,X × 0X×X ×X

Now we are ready to describe the central object of our study
this section, Cartesian differential categories.

Definition 30 A Cartesian differential category is a left ad-
ditive category C with a Cartesian differential operator
D : C(X,Y )→ C(X ×X,Y ), satisfying:
CD1. Ds = s× !dom(s) for s ∈ {X,σX,Y , !X ,∆X ,+X , 0X}
CD2. Df ◦ (0X ×X) = 0Y ◦ !X
CD3. Df ◦ (+X ×X) = +Y ◦ (Df ×Df) ◦ αX
CD4. D(g ◦ f) = Dg ◦ (Df × f) ◦ (X ×∆X)
CD5. D(f × h) = (Df ×Dh) ◦ δX,V
CD6. DDf ◦ ζX = Df
CD7. DDf ◦ δX,X = DDf

for all f : X → Y , g : Y → Z, and h : V →W .

This definition of a Cartesian differential category is not
exactly that of [28], but it is mostly straightfoward to check
that they are equivalent. The biggest changes are in axioms
CD6 and CD7, for which we have taken alternate forms given
in [6, Proposition 4.2].

Example 31 ([28]) Euc∞ is a Cartesian differential cate-
gory. The differential operator D sends a smooth function
f : Rn → Rm to Df : (x1, x2) 7→ Jf |x2

× x1, where Jf |x2

is the Jacobian matrix of f evaluated at x2.

In light of the standard example, we can describe the ideas
behind the CD axioms. CD1 says that the basic morphisms
provided by the structure of the Cartesian left additive category
are linear (in the sense that Js|x2 × x1 = s(x1)), while CD2
and CD3 express the fact that Jf |x2 × x1 is linear (in the
sense of linear algebra) in its x1 argument. CD4 is the chain
rule, while CD5 says the derivative of a parallel composition is
the parallel composition of derivatives. CD6 and CD7 have to
do with partial derivatives: CD7 is the symmetry of partial
derivatives, and CD6 is trickier to describe exactly, but is
related to the linearity of partial derivatives.

Many of the CD axioms mention the parallel composition
of morphisms with ×. When we state these in St(C), it will be
helpful to have an operation for forming parallel compositions
in St(C). This motivates us to define the following operation
on 2-cells.

Definition 32 Let f : X
S−→
S′

Y and k : Z
T−→
T ′

W be arbitrary

2-cells from Dbl(C). The cross composition of f and k is
another 2-cell f � k : X × Z S×T−−−−→

S′×T ′
Y ×W defined by

f � k = ( T b(T × Y )heT ; k) ∗ (f ; S
′
b(S′ × Z)heS′).

It may be easier to understand � composition by its
underlying morphism:

Uf

Uk

S
T

X
Z W

Y

S′

T ′

The idea of this operation is to execute two 2-cells in
parallel, without their states or values interacting with each
other. We are purposefully avoiding using × for � so as not to
imply there is some kind of Cartesian structure on the double
category Dbl(C).

To avoid using too many grouping symbols when disam-
biguating 2-cell expressions involving ;, ∗, and � we will say
� binds tightest, then ;, and last ∗, so f ; g � h ∗ k means
(f ; (g � h)) ∗ k.

As desired, this operation implements Cartesian product in
St(C).

Lemma 33 (i, f) × (j,g) = (〈i, j〉, [f• � g•]) for all St(C)
morphisms (i, f) and (j,g).

We can now start defining the Cartesian differential operator
on St(C). For the remainder of this section we assume C is
a Cartesian differential category and let D be its differential
operator. We start by defining our differential operator within
a time step, by giving some operations on 2-cells.



Definition 34 We define two endofunctions on 2-cells from
Dbl(C). The first, D0, takes the 2-cell f : X

S−→
S′

Y to the

2-cell D0f : X ×X S×S−−−→
S′

Y with UD0f , DUf ◦ δS,X .

The second, D, takes f to Df : X ×X S×S−−−−→
S′×S′

Y with

Df , (S ×∆S)v; (D0f � (!Y
h ∗ f)) ∗ (X ×∆X)h.

The string diagrams for the underlying morphisms of D0

and D may be easier to understand. For D0,

DUf

while for Df ,

DUf

Uf

=
Df

f

The Cartesian differential operator on St(C) is based on D,
and so to prove that it is a differential operator, we need some
properties of D.

Proposition 35 Let f : X
S−→
S′

Y , g : Y
T−→
T ′

Z, h : Z
S′−−→
S′′

W ,

and k : Z
T−→
T ′

W be arbitrary 2-cells. The following are
properties of D:

1) If ϕ ∈ C(X,Y ), then D(ϕh) = (Dϕ)h and
D(ϕv) = ((Dϕ× ϕ) ◦ (X ×∆X))v .

2) (0S ×S)v;Df ∗ (0X ×X)h = (0Y ◦!Y )h ∗ f ; (0S′ ×S′)v
3) (+S × S)v;Df ∗ (+X ×X)h

= αvS ; (+h
Y ∗ Df �Df ∗ αhX);βvS′ ; (+S′ × S′)v

4) D(f ;h) = (Df ;Dh) ∗ δhX,Z
5) D(g ∗ f); γvS′,T ′ = γvS,T ; (Dg ∗ (Df � f) ∗ (X ×∆X)h)

6) D(f × k); δvS′,T ′ = δvS,T ;Df �Dk ∗ δhX,Z
7) ζvS ;DDf ∗ ζhX = Df ; ζvS′
8) δvS,S ;DDf ∗ δhX,X = DDf ; δhS′,S′

The method to prove these properties is conceptually simple:
use the definitions of the operations on 2-cells (and properties
of left additive categories and CD axioms) to check that both
sides of each equation have the same boundary 1-cells and
the same underlying C-morphism. Practically, the underlying
morphisms are complex, so this turns into an intense string
diagram exercise, which can be found in the appendix.

An important consequence of Proposition 35(4) is the
following extension to finite sequences of vertically composed
2-cells.

Lemma 36 Let (fk)nk=0 be a finite sequence of vertically com-
posable 2-cells. Then D(f0; · · · ; fn) = (Df0; · · · ;Dfn) ∗ zh,
where z is the unzipping isomorphism in C of type∏n
k=0(dom fk×dom fk)→ (

∏n
k=0 dom fk)×(

∏n
k=0 dom fk).

We can now state the operator we seek on St(C).

Definition 37 The componentwise application of D to 2-cells
in a St(C) morphism, D∗ : (i, s) 7→ (UD(iv), [Ds•]), is a
well-defined operation on St(C) morphisms of type

D∗ : St(C)(X,Y)→ St(C)(X×X,Y).

A key contribution of this work is the fact that this operation
is actually a Cartesian differential operator.

Theorem 38 D∗ is a Cartesian differential operator.

The strategy for this proof is to use the properties of D
from Proposition 35, which were selected to be used with the
Shim Lemma to obtain the CD axioms. For example, in this
context, CD4 (the chain rule) states:

D∗((j,g)◦ (i, f)) = D∗(j,g)◦ (D∗(i, f)× (i, f))◦ (X×∆X).

The key step in proving this is invoking the Shim
Lemma. We have two conditions to check for this invocation:
γS0,T0

◦ 〈0S0
, 0T0

, i, j〉 = 〈0S0
, i, i, 0T0

, j〉 and

D(g• ∗ f•); γ
v
S•+1,T•+1

= γvS•,T• ; (Dg• ∗ (Df• � f•) ∗ (X• ×∆X•)
h),

which is a case of Proposition 35(5).
We can now prove CD4 for D∗:

D∗((j,g) ◦ (i, f)) = (〈0S0
, 0T0

, i, j〉, [D(g• ∗ f•)])

= (〈0S0 , i, i, 0T0 , j〉, [Dg• ∗ (Df• � f•) ∗ (X• ×∆X•)
h])

= D∗(j,g) ◦ (D∗(i, f)× (i, f)) ◦ (X×∆X)

where the second line is the Shim Lemma step. The other
axioms are similar and can be found in the appendix.

The following result demonstrates that our differential oper-
ator matches (up to isomorphism) the unroll-and-differentiate
procedure used in backpropagation through time.

Theorem 39 For any morphism (i, f) : A→ B in St(C),

Unk(D∗(i, f)) = D(Unk(i, f)) ◦ z :

k∏
n=0

(An ×An)→ Bk,

where z is the unzipping isomorphism from lemma 36.

V. DIFFERENTIATION OF CAUSAL MORPHISMS

For our applications, we note that D∗ restricts to St0(C).

Corollary 40 The operation D∗ restricted to St0(C) is a
Cartesian differential operator on St0(C).

Using this differential operator in St0(C), we can find the
derivative of a stateful function as another stateful function.
From the definition of D on 2-cells, we know:



φX Y

S

S

1
1

1 i

...

D∗ =

1
1

1 0 i

Dφ

φ

S S

X

X

Y

SS ...
Translating this fact along the correspondence between

circuit diagrams and morphisms in St0(C), we obtain the
following diagram as the derivative of our simple stateful
function. (The red dashed boxes do not have any mathematical
meaning; they are only there so we can describe how the
device on the right works.)

D∗ =
φ

i

Dφ

φ

0

i

Again, the idea of a derivative in a Cartesian differential
category is to take a base point x as its lower argument
and a small change as its upper argument ∆x and return an
approximation for the difference between the outputs of the
function at x and the function at x + ∆x.

Here is how the device obtained above accomplishes this.
The red trapezoidal region is a copy of the original device
which maintains the current state of the function in the delay
gate initialized with i. It uses this state itself to maintain
this invariant, and supplies a copy to the derivative of the
combinational part, Dφ. Therefore, the bottom two arguments
received by the Dφ subdevice are the state and value inputs
φ would receive.

In the upper delay gate (initialized to 0, also boxed in red),
the device accumulates its best approximation for the differ-
ence between states between the original device executed at
x and at x+∆x, using the current state and input values, the
approximate state change supplied from the upper delay gate,
and the value change supplied at the upper input to the whole
device. Meanwhile, the output wire to the left reports the best
approximation for the difference in outputs to the environment.

Though it may seem we have taken a slightly special case
by assuming the φ device is stateless (being an underlying
morphism from a 2-cell), theorem 23 ensures all St0(C)
morphisms can be written in this form. So in fact this is a
totally general circuit diagram for derivatives in St0(C).

Taking C = Euc∞, this string diagram specializes to
the derivative of a recurrent neural network. Theorem 39
guarantees this derivative matches precisely what we expect
from the unroll-and-differentiate procedure used in backprop-

agation through time. However, the extra structure we have
discovered for this procedure, namely that St(Euc∞) is a
Cartesian differential category, give us many useful properties.
For example, the derivative of

φ
i

ψ
j

is

Dφ

φ

0

i

Dψ

ψ

0

j

We leave this exercise to the reader.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

We have shown how to treat differentiation of stateful
functions via two pieces of categorical machinery. First,
we described the St(−) construction, taking a category and
augmenting it with morphisms representing causal functions
of sequences. The special subcategory St0(−) consists of
constant stateful morphism sequences, which perform the same
computation at each clock tick, much like a Mealy machine.

Second, we showed that this causal construction also admits
an abstract form of differentiation. Our key technical results
showed that if a category C is a Cartesian differential category,
so is St(C). In particular, this allows us to give a finite
representation of the derivative of a causal function. In addition
to being much more compact than the well-known unroll-then-
differentiate approach, the structure of Cartesian differential
categories ensure this differentiation operation has many useful
properties of derivatives of undergraduate calculus, including
a chain rule.

We believe that experimentation in machine learning will
use differentiation and gradients in many new and interesting
contexts. We also believe the abstract nature of Cartesian
differential categories will prove very valuable for organizing
the theory behind this growing field.

Though we would like to say our abstract treatment of
differentiation can be used directly by machine learning prac-
titioners, it appears this is not the case yet. The derivative of a
morphism in a Cartesian differential category is not the same
as having an explicit Jacobian or gradient. A gradient can be
recovered from this morphism by applying it to all the basis
vectors, but when there are millions of parameters in a machine
learning model, this idea is computationally disastrous. We
think that by adding some structure to Cartesian differential
categories, such as a designated closed subcategory, we could
give a theoretical treatment allowing for more explicit repre-
sentation of Jacobians.

Another issue with our work is that often machine learning
practitioners often use functions which are not smooth, not
differentiable, and even sometimes partial! While this wrinkle
is easy enough to overcome in practice so long as it is en-
countered sufficiently rarely, to theoreticians it can be more of



a challenge. Enhancing this work with differential restriction
categories might be a good way forward.

An interesting observation that points to potential further
applications in machine learning is the following. We know
that C being Cartesian differential category, implies St0(C)
is as well. Therefore, St0(St0(C)) is also a Cartesian dif-
ferential category. Morphisms in C process individual inputs
and morphisms in St0(C) process sequences of inputs, so
morphisms in St0(St0(C)) process sequences of sequences of
inputs. Similarly, while St0(C) adds delay gates whose values
can change as elements of its input sequence are processed,
St0(St0(C)) will add meta-delay gates whose values change
after a single sequence in its input sequence of sequences has
been processed. This behavior of meta-delay gates seems a
lot like parameter updating after processing an example in the
training of neural networks. Further iterating this construction
to St0(St0(St0(C))) may be a good way to model a hyperpa-
rameter tuning process.

Somewhat removed from potential machine learning appli-
cations, we are also curious about the further development
of the theory of delayed traces. In particular, it seems there
are quite a few interesting delayed traces besides the one we
described for St(C).
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APPENDIX

A. Proof of theorem 14

a) Injectivity: Without loss of generality, we assume A is non-empty and take ⊥ ∈ A. We define helper functions
(−)6k : Aω → Ak+1 and (−)k+ : Ak+1 → Aω by

a6k = (a0, . . . , ak), (a0, . . . , ak)k+ = a0, . . . , ak, [⊥].

Lemma 41 For any causal function f : Aω → Bω , we have (f((a6k)k+))k = (f(a))k.

Proof Notice that (a6k)k+ ≡k a. From causality, we have f((a6k)k+) ≡k f(a), and hence (f((a6k)k+))k = (f(a))k. �

Let f : AN → BN be a causal function. We define s(f) = (id1,f) by

fk : Ak ×A→ Ak+1 ×B

fk(x, a) = ((x, a), (f((x, a)k+))k)

Lemma 42 For any k ∈ N and a ∈ Aω , we have U(i;f0; . . . ;fk)(a6k) = (a6k, f(a)6k).

Proof When k = 0,
Tc0(id1,f)(a60) = (a0, f((a0)0+)0) = (a0, f(a)60).

Suppose that U(i;f0; . . . ;fk)(a6k) = (a6k, f(a)6k) holds. Then

U(i;f0; . . . ;fk;fk+1)(a6k+1)

= let(s′, b) = U(i;f0; . . . ;fk)(a6k) in

let(s′′, b′) = Ufk+1(s′, ak+1) in(s′′, (b, b′))

= let(s′′, b′) = Ufk+1(a6k, ak+1) in(s′′, (f(a)6k, b
′))

= (a6k+1, (f(a)6k, f((a6k+1)+)k+1))

= (a6k+1, (f(a)6k, f(a)k+1))

= (a6k+1, f(a)6k+1). �

Corollary 43 Tck(id1,f)(a6k) = f(a)6k.

Suppose that s(f) and s(g) are extentionally equivalent. That is, Tc•(id1,f) = Tc•(id1, g). Then for any a ∈ AN, we have

f(a)6• = Tc•(id1,f)(a6•) = Tck(id1, g)(a6•) = g(a)6•.

Therefore f = g.
b) Surjectivity: Let (i,f) : [A]→ [B] be a stateful morphism sequence. We define a function g : Aω → Bω by

g(a)k = (Trk(i,f)(a6k))k.

We show that s(g) and (i,f) are extentionally equivalent. From the definition, s(g) = (id1, g) where

gk : Ak ×A→ Ak+1 ×B,

gk(x, a) = ((x, a), (g((x, a)k+))k)

= ((x, a), (Trk(i,f)((x, a)k+)6k)k)

= ((x, a), (Trk(i,f)(x, a))k).

We show (id1, g) and (i,f) are extensionally equivalent. For this, we inductively show that for any x ∈ Ak+1, we have

U(id; g0; . . . ; gk)(x) = (x,Trk(i,f)(x)).

Note that this immediately entails Trk(id; g) = Trk(i,f). Let x ∈ Ak and ak ∈ A.
When k = 0, it is obvious.



When k > 0, we show

U(id1; g0; . . . ; gk)(x, ak)

= let(s, y) = U(id1; g0; . . . ; gk−1)(x) in

let(s′, b) = gk(s, ak) in(s′, (y, b))

= let(s, y) = (x,Trk−1(i,f)(x)) in

let(s′, b) = gk(s, ak) in(s′, (y, b))

= let y = Trk−1(i,f)(x) in

let(s′, b) = gk(x, ak) in(s′, (y, b))

= let y = Trk−1(i,f)(x) in

let(s′, b) = ((x, ak), (Trk(i,f)(x, ak))k) in(s′, (y, b))

= let y = Trk−1(i,f)(x) in

let b = (Trk(i,f)(x, ak))k in((x, ak), (y, b))

= ((x, ak),Trk(i,f)(x, ak)).

B. Proof of theorem 21

Let ri = b(idhYi
× gi) ∗ sie. By induction, obtain the equality of this:

U(r0; · · · ; rn) ◦ (idSn+1×
∏n Yi

× σTn+1,Un+1
) (3)

and this:
U(t0; · · · ; tn) ◦ (id∏n Yi

× U(gn)× idTn+1
). (4)

Then observe the nth truncation of (ri) is (3) followed by π∏n Yi
and similarly, the nth truncation of (ti) is (4) followed by

the same projection. Therefore, they are observationally equivalent, though not equal as sequences.

C. Proofs from section IV

1) Lemma 28: We already know C being Cartesian implies St(C) is Cartesian. A commutative monoid structure on X is
given by componentwise monoid structure: +X , [+X• : X• ×X•

1−→
1

X•] and 0X , [0X• : 1
1−→
1

X•].
2) Properties of D: It is straightforward to check that all the properties we claim are well-typed, in the sense that the source

and target 1-cells of the 2-cells on each side match. It remains to check that the underlying morphisms for the 2-cells in each
claimed property match. This is not an effortless task; we have two kinds of composition and will be making heavy use of
the axioms of Cartesian differential operators. We find it easiest to do this reasoning with string diagrams, so this is what we
will present here.

When the string diagrams below are particularly complicated, we may draw a dotted red box around a region or include
some red text. Anything found in red has no mathematical meaning—it is only there to help break down a complex diagram
or foreshadow a major substitution.

Throughout this proof, let Uf = φ, Ug = ψ, Uh = ξ, and Uk = κ.
Property 1: If φ ∈ C(X,Y ), then D(φh) = (Dφ)h and D(φv) = ((Dφ× φ) ◦ (X ×∆X))v .
When φ is oriented horizontally, it has no state. Omitting the wires corresponding to state in the diagram for the underlying

morphism of D, we find

Dφ

φ

= Dφ



which matches the underlying morphism of (Dφ)h. On the other hand, when φ is oriented vertically, it has no values. Omitting
the value wires in the same diagram, we find

Dφ

φ

Dφ

φ

=

which again matches.
Property 2: (0S × S)v;Df ∗ (0X ×X)h = (0Y ◦!Y )h ∗ f ; (0S′ × S′)v
From Lemma 3 and the diagram for the underlying morphism of Df ,

Df

f

0

0

Df

f

0

0=

f

0

0
=

f

0

0

=

where the middle equality is by the CD2 axiom for D.
Property 3: (+S × S)v;Df ∗ (+X ×X)h = αvS ; (+h

Y ∗ Df �Df ∗ αhX);βvS′ ; (+S′ × S′)v
This property requires the use of CD3 for D.

Df

f

Df

f
+

+
Df

Df

f
+

+

=

Df

Df

f

+

+
=

Df

f

=

+

+

Property 4: D(f ;h) = (Df ;Dh) ∗ δhX,Z .
Using the CD axioms for D, we compute the differential of the underlying morphism of f ;h:

φ ξ
D( ) =

Dφ

φ

Dξ =

Dφ

φ

Dξ



We use that result to construct a string diagram for UD(f ;h):

DU(f ;h)

UD(f ;h) =

U(Df ;Dh)

φ ξ

Dφ

φ

Dξ
=

φ

ξ

Dφ

φ

Dξ

=
ξ

Dφ

φ

Dξ

=
UDf UDh =

U(f ;h)

This is the string diagram of U((Df ;Dh) ∗ δhX,Z) by Lemma 3.
Property 5: D(g ∗ f); γvS′,T ′ = γvS,T ; (Dg ∗ (Df � f) ∗ (X ×∆X)h).
Using the CD axioms for D, we compute the differential of the underlying morphism of g ∗ f :

D( ) = Dφφ ψ

Dψ

φ

= Dφ Dψ

φ

We use that result to construct a string diagram for U(D(g ∗ f); γvS′,T ′):

Dφ Dψ

φ

φ ψ

=

Dφ
Dψ

φ

φ

ψ

U(D(g ∗ f); γvS′,T ′) =

=

Dφ

UDg

φ

φ

=
UDf

UDg

Uf

=
UDf

UDg

Uf

U(Df � f)
= U(Dg ∗ Df � f)

= UDg



This is the string diagram of U(γvS,T ; (Dg ∗ (Df � f)) ∗ (X ×∆X)h) by Lemma 3.

Property 6: D(f � k); δvS′,T ′ = δvS,T ;Df �Dk ∗ δhX,Z .

Using the CD axioms for D, we compute the differential of the underlying morphism of f � k:

Uφ

Uκ

D( ) =

Dφ

Dκ

We use that result to construct a string diagram for U(D(f × k); δvS′,T ′):

φ

κ

Dφ

Dκ

Dφ

φ

Dκ

κ

=U(D(f � k); δvS′,T ′) =

Property 7: ζvS ;DDf ∗ ζhX = Df ; ζvS′ .

Property 8: δvS,S ;DDf ∗ δhX,X = DDf ; δhS′,S′ .

For these two properties, we need the underlying morphism for DDf . This can be found in the diagram below. We do not
show all the steps, hopefully the methodology is clear enough for the impossibly interested reader to check the claim. For
property 7, you need to use properties CD2 and CD6 for D. For property 8, you need to use CD7 for D.

Dφ

Dφ

φ

DDφ

3) Well-definedness of D∗:

Lemma 44 D∗ is well-defined.

Proof Let (i, s) and (j, t) be extensionally equivalent sequences. We must show (Di, [Ds•]) and (Dj, [Dt•]) are extensionally



equivalent.

Di;Ds0; . . . ;Dsn; d(nxt sn)2 = Di;Ds0; . . . ;Dsn;Ddnxt sn
= D(i; s0; . . . ; sn; dnxt sn) ∗ z−1

= D(j; t0; . . . ; tn; dnxt tn) ∗ z−1

where the first line is by Proposition 35(2), the second by Lemma 36, and the last by the fact that (i, s) and (j, t) are
extensionally equivalent. Here it is crucial that extensionally equivalent sequences have the same source values, so that the z
obtained from Lemma 36 when ϕ = s matches the z obtained when ϕ = t. The proof then finishes by reversing the first two
steps. �

4) D∗ is a Cartesian differential operator for St(C) (Proposition 38):

We show that D∗ satisfies the seven axioms given in Definition 30. Most of the hard work has already been done in
Proposition 35; we use the properties of D established there in concert with the Shim Lemma to obtain most of the CD
axioms.

Let f = (i, f) : X → Y, g = (j,g) : Y → Z and h = (`,h) : Z →W. Let S, T, and U be the state sequences of f , g,
and h, respectively.
CD1. D∗s = s× !dom(s) for s ∈ {X, σX,Y, !X,∆X,+X, 0X}.

These s are of the form (id1, [(s•)
h]) where each s• is a C-morphism from {X,σX,Y , !X ,∆X ,+X , 0X}. Therefore,

D∗s = D∗(id1, [(s•)
h]) = (id1, [D(s•)

h]) = (id1, [(Ds•)
h])

= (〈id1, id1〉, [(s• × !dom s•)
h]) = (id1, [(s•)

h])× (id1, [(!dom s•)
h]) = s× !dom s

Where the last step in the first line is by Proposition 35(1), and the first step in the second line is by CD1 for D.

CD2. D∗(i, f) ◦ (0X ×X) = 0Y ◦ !X.
By definition of D∗, we know D∗(i, f) ◦ (0X ×X) = (〈0S0

, i〉, [Df• ∗ (0X• ×X•)
h]). By Proposition 35(2),

(0S0 × S0) ◦ i = 〈0S0 , i〉 and (0Y• ◦ !Y•)
h ∗ f•; (0S•+1 × S•+1)v = (0S• × S•)

v;Df• ∗ (0X• ×X•)
h,

so the shim lemma tell us

D∗(i, f) ◦ (0X ×X) = (〈0S0 , i〉, [Df• ∗ (0X• ×X•)
h]) (definitions)

= (i, [(0Y• ◦ !Y•)
h ∗ f•]) (shim lemma)

= 0Y ◦ !Y ◦ (i, f) (definitions)
= 0Y ◦ !X (finality)

as desired.

CD3. D∗(i, f) ◦ (+X ×X) = +Y ◦ (D∗(i, f)×D∗(i, f)) ◦ αhX.
Since (+S0 × S0) ◦ 〈0S0 , 0S0 , i〉 = 〈0S0 , i〉, and, by Proposition 35(3),

αvS• ; (+h
Y• ∗ Df• �Df• ∗ αhX•);β

v
S•+1

; (+S•+1 × S•+1)v = (+S• × S•)
v;Df• ∗ (+X• ×X•)

h,

we can invoke the shim lemma again.

D∗(i, f) ◦ (+X ×X) = (〈0S0 , i〉, [Df• ∗ (+X• ×X•)
h]) (definitions)

= (〈0S0
, 0S0

, i〉, [αvS• ; (+h
Y• ∗ Df• �Df• ∗ αhX•);β

v
S•+1

]) (shim lemma)

= (βS0
◦ 〈0S0

, i, 0S0
, i〉, [αvS• ; (+h

Y• ∗ Df• �Df• ∗ αhX•);β
v
S•+1

])

= (〈0S0
, i, 0S0

, i〉, [βvS• ;α
v
S• ; (+h

Y• ∗ Df• ×Df• ∗ αhX•)]) (delayed dinaturality)

= (〈0S0 , i, 0S0 , i〉, [(αS• ◦ βS•)v; (+h
Y• ∗ Df• ×Df• ∗ αhX•)])

= (〈0S0 , i, 0S0 , i〉, [+h
Y• ∗ Df• ×Df• ∗ αhX• ])

The last step here is a bit delicate, and involves a special case of the Shim Lemma. If b is a sequence of idempotent maps
(i.e. b•◦b• = b•) such that b0◦i = i, then (i, [f•]) = (i, [bv•; f•]). Here αS•◦βS• is such a sequence of idempotent maps.



CD4. D∗((j,g) ◦ (i, f)) = D∗(j,g) ◦ (D∗(i, f)× (i, f)) ◦ (X×∆X).
Since γS0,T0 ◦ 〈0S0 , 0T0 , i, j〉 = 〈0S0 , i, i, 0T0 , j〉, and, by Proposition 35(5),

D(g• ∗ f•); γ
v
S•+1,T•+1

= γvS•,T• ; (Dg• ∗ (Df• � f•) ∗ (X• ×∆X•)
h)

we use the shim lemma again.

D∗((j,g) ◦ (i, f)) = (〈0S0 , 0T0 , i, j〉, [D(g• ∗ f•)]) (definitions)

= (〈0S0
, i, i, 0T0

, j〉, [Dg• ∗ (Df• � f•) ∗ (X• ×∆X•)
h]) (shim lemma)

= (〈0T0
, j〉, [Dg•]) ◦ (〈0S0

, i, i〉, [Df• � f•]) ◦ (X×∆X) (definitions)
= D∗(j,g) ◦ (D∗(i, f)× (i, f)) ◦ (X×∆X) (definitions)

CD5. D∗((i, f)× (`,h)) = (D∗(i, f)×D∗(`,h)) ◦ δX,Z.
Our invocation of the shim lemma this time uses the fact δS0,U0

◦〈0S0
, 0U0

, i, `〉 = 〈0S0
, i, 0U0

, `〉 and Proposition 35(6)

D(f• � h•); δ
v
S•+1,U•+1

= δvS•,U• ;Df• �Dk• ∗ δhX•,Z• .

We can obtain this axiom now as

D∗((i, f)× (`,h)) = (〈0S0
, i, 0U0

, `〉, [D(f• � h•)]) (definitions)

= (〈0S0
, 0U0

, i, `〉, [Df• �Dk• ∗ δhX•,Z• ]) (shim lemma)

= (D∗(i, f)×D∗(`,h)) ◦ δX•,Z• (definitions)

CD6. D∗D∗(i, f) ◦ ζX = D∗(i, f).
We invoke the shim lemma this time using the facts that ζS0

◦ 〈0S0
, i〉 = 〈0S0

, 0S0
, 0S0

, i〉 and Proposition 35(7)

Df•; ζ
v
S•+1

= ζvS• ;DDf• ∗ ζhX• .

We obtain the axiom directly now,

D∗D∗(i, f) ◦ ζX = (〈0S0
, 0S0

, 0S0
, i〉, [DDf• ∗ ζhX• ]) (definitions)

= (〈0S0
, i〉, [Df•]) (shim lemma)

= D∗(i, f)

CD7. D∗D∗(i, f) ◦ δX,X = D∗D∗(i, f).
We invoke the shim lemma with δS0,S0

◦ 〈0S0
, 0S0

, 0S0
, i〉 = 〈0S0

, 0S0
, 0S0

, i〉 and Proposition 35(8)

DDf•; δ
v
S•+1,S•+1

= δvS•,S• ;DDf• ∗ δhX•,X• .

We obtain the axiom directly now,

D∗D∗(i, f) ◦ δX,X = (〈0S0
, 0S0

, 0S0
, i〉, [DDf• ∗ δhX•,X• ]) (definitions)

= (〈0S0
, 0S0

, 0S0
, i〉, [DDf•]) (shim lemma)

= D∗D∗(i, f)


